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Tuesday, December 25 of 2012

MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TRANSMITTED BY THE
VIRGIN MARY TO SISTER LUCÍA

Most dear and beloved children.

I send for this day a message of Reconciliation so that those little hearts that still distance
themselves from  My Maternal presence may find a path to union with Me.

The first key for Reconciliation is Humility.  Without this primordial attribute the souls are not
capable of overcoming the influences of the world that exist in them.

The second key is Will, because the ardent aspiration impelled by the Will elevates your arms so
that I can save you.

With Humility and Will My dears, you will come to the third key, that of the Offer of oneself,
recognizing that by yourself alone, in this time, you will not find the force to leave the point where
you find yourself.

The fourth key is Purity of the heart, so that through the Pure heart one can accept without fear the
help that comes from the Heavens.

The fifth key is Courage, to respond to the help sent and to walk the Path assigned by God. 
Together with Courage walks Fidelity which will help you to take the firm steps on the correct path,
without danger of having deviations.

The sixth key is arrival at the Door of Heaven, lighting the flame of Love in the heart that will push
away all evil, that will burn the last residues of obscurity and that will permit your hearts to call for
God and for Mary before this door.

And when the door is open to you My children, the seventh key is Running to My Arms, which
provides the last step, which is to decide to never again leave from them.

Today I have in My hands today these keys, in an offer to each one of My children: so that those
who lack Humility may receive it; so that those who lack Courage, may feel it; so that those who
lack in Offering of themselves may do so; so that those who lack Purity, Will and Love or Fidelity
may search in the face of these keys and all of these will be given to them.

Before and after this Path of Reconciliation an attribute is much necessary: Persistence, to row
against the currents that exist inside of each of us in this time.

Discover My dears, that behind these simple words is the path to return to My Heart.  Because I,
that Am Forgiveness and Mercy want to receive all of My children in this time.  For this do not wait
longer, encounter in Me the force to overcome your own selves and to leave from the plans of the
enemy and return to My plans of Peace.
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To all of My children of the world who are have gone away from My Mercy, who have lost trust in
My Heart, and who do not encounter - any more - Peace, I give you My Peace.

I thank you for hearing My call and for permitting that the flame of Reconciliation be born in your
hearts.

I adore all of you.

Mary, Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity.

While She was raising, Mary made the following prayer, saying that it was a Request of
Reconciliation:

Celestial Father,
who permeates all that was created with Your Spirit of Love,
lead me to find the Path that will eternally unite me to You.

Lord,
by means of the offer of all doubt, fear and lack of trust in You,

may my eyes, illuminated by Your Spirit of Peace,
again find the Immaculate Heart of the Virgin Mary.

And, in this Reconciliation, Lord,
may my life be renewed by Your Universal Love,
may my steps be protected by Your eyes of Mercy

and, once the Path of return to Your Celestial House ends,
may all creatures be perpetually in Your Heart

and in the Heart of the Blessed and Most Holy Virgin Mary.

Amén.


